Background
Quality of life has been defined by the World Health Organisation [1] as a reference to a person's wellbeing and the individual's perception of their position in life. Due to the complex nature of epilepsy and its frequently chronic course, a number of factors can greatly impact on a person's perception of quality of life, happiness and life satisfaction. Improving quality of life for people with epilepsy is therefore a major challenge. This is not only on the humanist side for improving life satisfaction for the individual and those around them but also for health and societal costs due to the association between reduced health related quality of life and higher costs in healthcare, as well as indirect costs such as unemployment [2] [3] . Table 1 outlines recent studies looking at quality of life in epilepsy and the common themes highlighted. This reflects the multidimensional issues and emphasises Sherman's [4] conclusion that improving quality of life for people with epilepsy is more than just the reduction of seizure frequency with medication.
If we look back in time, more than half a century ago, epilepsy was seriously stigmatised as a disorder that imprints the personality into an epileptic personality that is surrounded by a 'social abscess' [21] . Norman Geschwind was one of the first neurologists to develop elaborated neuroscientific concepts to explain the increased prevalence of certain behavioural abnormalities, described as Waxmann Geschwind Syndrome, as symptoms of brain dysfunction. However, beginning in the 1970s, the social and psychological turn in psychiatry and related disciplines might have enforced a tendency to neglect the neurological basis and to overrate the socio-psychological causes of certain symptoms affecting social competencies. The following decades were characterised by tremendous efforts to de-stigmatise patients with epilepsy in the public and empower them.
Several intervention programs looking at improving quality of life and well being for people with epilepsy have been developed in recent years. These tend to be targeted approaches, focusing on aspects such as self-management (e.g. WebEase) [22] , psychoeducation [23, 24] and mood through CBT approaches (e.g. UPLIFT for epilepsy) [25] and physical and social activation (e.g. PEARLS) [26] . These programs have shown some positive results but sample sizes have been small and they require detailed further evaluation of their outcomes and underlying models.
The Modular Service Package Epilepsy (MOSES) [23] provides a more multifaceted educational approach and has been subject to more rigorous evaluation. This group approach is a 2-day program aimed at improving patient's knowledge about epilepsy, increasing self-confidence and encouraging responsibility in self-management. The approach employs a didactic step-by-step method using workbooks and reflective practice in groups with regards to their feelings and attitudes and covers nine separate modules. The 1 h long psychosocial module focuses on aspects of different domains of everyday life and underlying statutory regulations, e.g. driving license, safety issues, etc. They also discuss self-esteem and overcoming social isolation. While MOSES overall has been found to have good treatment related effects (improved knowledge and emotional 'coping', less epileptic attacks, less side effects), it has shown small effects in social skills and only a tendency towards better social functioning [27] . Social functioning however is a key aspect in quality of life and it is frequently referenced that social connections and networks in both professional work and personal relationships are the single most important factor and predictor of well being, happiness and life satisfaction [4, 28] . Therefore this aspect is paramount in the goal of improving quality of life in epilepsy.
Helliwell and Putman [29] reported that in the general population those who have close friends and confidants, friendly neighbours and supportive co-workers are less likely to experience sadness, loneliness, low self esteem and problems with eating and sleeping. In fact, this 'social capital' is found to positively impact on health, morbidity and mortality. Helgeson [30] however, concluded that it is not the size of the social support network but rather the quality of it that acts to buffer life stress, enhance respect, improve self esteem and feelings of belonging that are important for quality of life. In a population of children with autism, Bauminger and Kasari [31] found that it was the presence of friendships that had intimacy, reciprocity and emotional enrichment that most profoundly impacted on quality of life, rather than the mere structure of a social network. Quality social networks and support are also found to be of great importance in mental and physical health conditions, acting as a buffer against the impacts of stress exposure [32] .
In epilepsy, Amir et al. [33] found social support to be a mediator between disease severity and mastery and thus that it helps improve ability to cope with the limitations of their condition. Whatley et al. [34] proposed that better social support improved the feeling of being 'connected' for people with epilepsy, which in turn impacted on their perceived quality of life. Promoting social relationships in this population would also likely bear a positive and indirect impact on other factors identified in Table 1 , such as improving mood, vocation, health perception and ability to cope. However, people with epilepsy can suffer from communication problems and interpersonal difficulties that significantly impact on their social functioning [35] . These social deficits are not always readily apparent in the majority of patients but people with epilepsy are generally found to have fewer social supports compared to those without their condition [36] [37] , are less likely to marry, have fewer children [38] , have lower rates of [18] Temporal lobe epilepsy Psychiatric conditions
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employment [39, 40] and cite lack of social engagement and developing satisfying interpersonal relationships as a common difficulty [35, 41, 42] . In childhood, children with epilepsy are found to exhibit lower social competence than children without epilepsy [43] . Also, children with epilepsy are often found to have very high rates of social problems in adulthood, even if they are neurologically and intellectually within the normal range [44] . Such deficits in social functioning can contribute to difficulties in developing relationships and remaining in employment and thus participating in life as a member of a family, community and culture [45] , which then affects quality of life. The aim of this review article is to provide an evidence base for conceptualising and developing interventions to improve quality of life through social functioning, for adults with epilepsy. We are convinced that the need for therapeutic interventions is more evident than before because quality of life in patients with epilepsy strongly depends on stable social integration in private and professional relationships. These, however, become increasingly fragile in performance-driven highly dynamic capitalistic societies. At present there is currently no such dedicated program for this clinical population. Therefore, this review attempts to initially understand why social difficulties may arise. We then explore successful interventions available that address aspects of social competence in the field of schizophrenia, a condition associated with social and cognitive difficulties, before considering further emerging research in the field. Finally, avenues for translation of how this work may be used in interventional measures for people with epilepsy are discussed. For the sake of clarity, Appendix 1 provides a glossary of key terms used in the article.
Understanding why difficulties arise in social competence in epilepsy
Difficulties in social competence may arise due to a number of interrelated factors. It is unclear however the extent to which these difficulties arise from psychosocial conditions or underlying deficits caused by brain lesions. From a psychological perspective, the effects of stigma, role and experience restrictions, effects of parental overprotectiveness and fear of seizures [40, 46, 47] can all impact on social engagement as well as the ability to learn and practice social knowledge and rules. Taking a neuropsychological perspective, it may be that social difficulties arise due to cognitive impairment, such as reduced information processing speed and capacity, prolonged reaction time, attentional deficits and memory impairments [40] , which are common in this population. Such deficits may cause difficulties such as remembering details of previous interactions, names, faces or sustained attention in long conversations for example. Furthermore, deficits in cognitive functioning can impact on nonverbal and verbal communication in social interactions and thus social cognition, which will be discussed in turn. The psychiatric perspective references the higher prevalence rates for affective disorders in epilepsy than that found in the general population [48] , as are rates for fatigue and ADHD [49] . These difficulties impact on one's ability to socially engage and function and contribute additionally to poor coping ability and perceived quality of life [3, 50] .
The fourth perspective comes from neuroscience and the relatively new area of social cognition, also termed social neurosciences. Social cognition is defined as information processing that contributes to the correct perception of dispositions and intentions of another individual [51] . It encompasses a wide range of subprocesses such as Theory of Mind (ToM), empathy, emotional regulation, emotion recognition, prosody perception, etc. and is based upon the exchange of signals, which can be processed on an automatic and controlled level and is influenced by motivational aspects [52] . These processes rapidly act in different sensory modalities in parallel and provide social information about others such as speech, facial expression, prosody, lexical information, gaze direction, gestures and posture [52] [53] [54] and draw on implicit as well as explicit memories. In recent imaging and lesion studies, the associated cerebral networks found to be employed in social cognition are those that are also frequently affected in patients with TLE or FLE [35, 55] . These are namely the medial frontal cortex, including the anterior cingulate cortex, the superior temporal sulcus at the temporal parietal junction, the temporal lobes and the amygdala [35] . The degree of impairment and which aspects of social cognition are impaired though appears to be influenced by amygdala damage, with the additional impact of factors such as age of seizure onset, expansion of the symptomatogenic zone and the functional deficit zone [35, 59] .
Although there is a paucity of experimental research of social cognition at present in epilepsy populations, those so far document particular difficulties in emotional recognition and theory of mind [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) and idiopathic generalised epilepsy (IGE), with the addition of prosodic recognition and self-ratings of empathy in patients with refractory mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) [59] . These clinical groups make up over half of the epilepsy population and therefore further understanding of these difficulties is paramount. Concentration of research on these particular social cognition subprocesses however may have occurred due to longstanding research traditions and well-established test materials [35] . Nevertheless, they provide important information as impairment in recognition of basic emotions is considered to be a prerequisite for ToM in ecological tasks [35] and in groups such as those with MTLE, ToM difficulties in some patients appear to be comparable to individuals with autism [59] . Furthermore, ToM is found to be the area that is most greatly associated with real life social functioning and community outcomes [67] , self appraisal, coping and overall quality of life perception [57] and therefore is of significant clinical importance.
Over recent years, interventions have been developed that address some of the factors affecting social functioning discussed. These interventions have been undertaken in clinical populations other than with people with epilepsy, which are also accompanied by difficulties in social functioning such as autism, acquired brain injury and in particular schizophrenia. Intensive therapy, involving multidisciplinary teams, offering family therapy, cognitive behavioural therapy, vocational interventions or cognitive remediation alone have unfortunately been unsuccessful in establishing significant changes in functional outcome such as size of social networks, time with friends or time in educational or occupational activities [68] [69] [70] . Approaches addressing the teaching of social knowledge and skills however has attracted significant interest in the field of schizophrenia, with the focus turning more recently to social cognition and integrated approaches. As schizophrenia is also associated with social difficulties and at least a certain proportion of patients with schizophrenia and epilepsy share a similar pattern of neuropsychological deficits of speed of processing, memory and executive functions, insight into these approaches are even more relevant. There is also evidence of negative symptoms, one of the psychopathological features of schizophrenia, in patients with epilepsy, which are associated with abnormalities in brain structure and cognition, similar to that found in schizophrenia [71] . These negative symptoms include alogia, avolition, anhedonia and inattention, which are independent of current and past depression [72] . While these negative symptoms are associated with a range of psychosocial impairments in schizophrenia, they have also been found to be linked to increased psychosocial morbidity and poorer quality of life in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy [72] . However, it should also be remembered that schizophrenia differs considerably to epilepsy in many ways. Firstly, schizophrenia is considered as a severe psychiatric condition, where there is also the presence of positive symptoms (e.g. delusions and hallucinations) as well as, or in the absence of negative symptoms [73] . Furthermore, the social implications of a diagnosis of schizophrenia differ to that of epilepsy in that some report being fearful or even disturbed by their positive symptoms, they may experience loss of personal identity (i.e. being given the role as a psychiatric patient), disturbing or violent behaviour. For some, negative symptoms may also lead to difficulty in cooperation with everyday tasks, for example personal hygiene, which has in itself indirect social implications [74] . Additionally, there is a body of research regarding the impact of familial affective styles and the significant impact they may play in the development, prognosis, relapse rate and social development in schizophrenia [74] . Nevertheless, despite these differences, interventions and programs for the purpose of improving social functioning in the population of schizophrenia provide a good starting point and insight when thinking about developing such programs in the field of epilepsy. Thus the focus of this review addresses what work has already been carried out in the field of schizophrenia, what functions are proposed for training, how and with what outcomes, before addressing whether they can be applied to difficulties found in epilepsy.
Social skills training
Social skills are believed to represent 'constituent behaviours', which when combined in an appropriate sequence and used with other people appropriately, enable social competence reflected by the individuals success in daily life [75] . In psychiatric illness, social skills training evolved from the idea that even if the aetiology of the illness was biological, the environment in which the person lives still plays a role in shaping their behaviour. Therefore, it was felt that social skills and knowledge could be taught using social learning theory and classical behaviour therapy, such as didactic instruction, modelling, imitation, learning, role-play, observation, feedback and social reinforcement. This learning is then reinforced though experience in a safe and supportive environment.
Merits of social skills programs are that they are often based on the practice of everyday scenarios, they are easily manualised, tailored to the goal of the individual [75, 76] and can be combined with motivating aspects (e.g. virtual reality, token economy). Such training has also been readily incorporated in to some integrated approaches, which will be discussed in turn. A disadvantage of 'classroom based' social skills training however is the lack of evidence for its effect on social functioning and quality of life [77] . Furthermore, current programs tend to be less well established and strictly evaluated when social skills training is used as a targeted treatment and they ignore the impact of cognitive abilities, emotion and social cognition. A further significant problem is that it has shown poor generalisation of the learnt skills [78] . It has been proposed however that problems with generalisation may be overcome by providing support in the community such as in the In Vivo Amplified Skills Training technique (IVAST) [79] . In this program, specialist case managers create opportunities in the community for participants to use skills learnt in the 'classroom' setting and then provide encouragement and reinforcement for using them. Evaluation of such a program has shown higher levels of interpersonal problem solving skills, better social adjustment and improved quality of life over a 2 year period compared with social skills training alone [75] .
Social cognition interventions
Social cognition training, a relatively new approach, provides an interesting avenue, particularly due to its strong association with social functioning outcomes [67] . The approach attempts to address subprocesses of social cognition in order to improve social competence and functioning. Although these approaches are still in their infancy, they provide proposals for interesting and potential avenues in epilepsy. Treatments so far in this area are applied as either targeted or more broad-based approaches. Table 2 gives examples of some of the main interventions.
Training of Affect Recognition (TAR) [80] was published as an intervention for the remediation of disturbed facial affect recognition in patients with schizophrenia. It begins with the identification and discrimination of six basic emotions before advancing on to more complex facial expressions, with the aim of patients being able to understand emotions based on nonverbal gestures and social context. The program was found not only to improve facial affect recognition but also to generalise to social relationships and in turn quality of life [81] . Pre and post changes have also been reported by magneto-and electroencephalographic studies [83] . The TAR has since been integrated with the SCST, which will be discussed in turn.
As discussed before, approaches targeting ToM are of significant clinical importance. Giovagnoli et al. [57] suggest that an adequate comprehension of real mental states and interpersonal dynamics may limit superfluous thoughts and actions, which help behaviour to be fluid or enhances the feeling of belonging to a social group. Social Cognition Enhancement Training (SCET) [85] , attempts to improve ToM related skills such as social context appraisal and perspective taking abilities. This is done by training participants to perceive social cues and contextual information and also explain social situations depicted in a cartoon, before discussing and problem solving social situations similar to those that were depicted. After training, they found improvement on some social cognition measures but did not assess generalisation to everyday life. The Mental State Reasoning Training for Social Cognition (SoCogg-MSRT) [86] attempts to improve mental state reasoning, through using social vignettes that focus on making inferences and predictions about characters, thoughts, feelings and behaviour. An emphasis is also placed on encouraging participants to move beyond their immediate assumptions. In this approach, they also incorporate a point accrual system and prizes in order to provide an extrinsic motivation for engagement. Improvements were found on tests of social cognition and on a self-reported measure of social understanding, however once again its effects on functional outcome in everyday life was unfortunately not assessed.
Combined emotion recognition and ToM targeted approaches are of significant interest in the population of epilepsy, given the known social cognition difficulties in this group. The Emotion and ToM Imitation Training (ETIT) [87] , is an example of such an approach and is broken down into four phases. The first looks at observing eye direction and interpreting their intention. The next observes faces using art and imitation of facial emotion expressions. The following phase addresses inference of mental states in a social situation and the final phase focuses on work based on attribution of intentions by observing other peoples actions. This approach has shown promising evidence in improvement on social cognition measures as well as a measure of social functioning. Furthermore, emotion recognition improvements were supported in event-related potentials responses and increased activity in the medio-frontal areas of the brain [87] .
Social Cognition and Interaction Training (SCIT) [88] is an example of a more broad-based approach in schizophrenia. This approach in the first phase attempts to provide emotion perception training by using techniques such as psychoeducation, facial mimicry and attention shaping towards emotional cues. In the second phase, ToM and attributional biases are addressed using strategies such as learning to separate facts from interpretations. The final phase concentrates on applying the techniques for social cognition to the individual's day-to-day life. In its evaluation, it was found to be associated with improved emotion perception and ToM on such measures and importantly self reported better social relationships [89] . It has also been successfully evaluated in different settings and other clinical populations [89, 93] .
The second example of a broad-based approach is Social Cognitive Skills Training (SCST) [91] . As mentioned above, this approach incorporates TAR as well as the forementioned SCIT. The approach primarily targets emotion and social perception, as well as social attribution and ToM in two separate phases. Evaluation of the program showed that it is perceived as enjoyable and relevant to the participants. The functional outcome showed a tendency towards improvement but this was not significant. However large, significant improvements in facial affect perception in its participants was found. Such findings as well as those discussed already are greatly encouraging and demonstrate plasticity in social cognition and an enhancing potential with regard to training. While some of these programs are preliminary and have small sample sizes, programs such as the TAR, ETIT and SCIT show evidence for the generalisation of benefits to real life social functioning, which ultimately is the most important factor in their validation.
Integrated interventions
Integrated models aim to address multiple levels of functioning in a coordinated way [94] , namely through social cognition, cognitive functions and in some cases with the addition of social skills training. Although the relationship between social cognition and cognitive abilities remains controversial, functions such as memory, attention, executive functions, motivation and decision making, as well as ToM, all contribute to cognitive and behavioural outputs in social interactions. Mü ller et al. [95] and Roder et al. [94] argue that social cognition mediates the relationship between cognitive abilities and the acquisition of social skills, in addition to their generalisation to social functioning [95] and is therefore an important target for treatment. It may also be argued that social cognition additionally regulates between cognition and emotion, with the very success of social interactions depending upon the ability to integrate and understand the cognitive and emotional processes of others [96] . Mental states are inseparable from emotional processes and in turn emotion regulation plays a crucial role inside the cognitive evaluation of social interactions and within the comprehension of another person's intention [97] , thus demonstrating the integrated nature of the processes.
Due to this relationship between social, emotional and cognitive functions and the comorbidity of deficits in certain clinical populations associated by difficulties in social cognition, it has been proposed that an integrated approach is necessary for more effective outcomes. Furthermore, tolerability of such programs is better than stand alone programs, reflected by reduced dropout rates [45] . Table 3 highlights some of the most promising integrated approaches to date.
Social skills and neurocognitive individualized training (SSA-NIT) [98] , was developed on the underlying assumption that social cognition and cognitive functions have a biunivocal relationship, i.e. that deficits in cognitive abilities can affect social skills and vice versa [98] . The program uses a one to one social skills training approach, drawing on events from the participants real life for roleplaying and practice. The work uses strategies from learning theory and concentrates on conversational skills and emotion expression. The cognitive aspect focuses on computer based training, addressing attention and concentration, verbal memory, memory for faces and logical thinking. In its evaluation, while no advantage was found compared to the control group in the cognitive domain, they found significant improvement in personal and social functioning 6 months after treatment. Cognitive Enhancement Therapy (CET) [102, 103] is another example of an integrated approach, which has been subject to greater evaluation. In the social cognition domain training takes place in group sessions, which look at aspects such as perspective taking, social context appraisal, development of abstract and 'gistful' thinking, social problem solving and reading non-verbal cues. The cognitive training aspect once again uses computer based exercises for attention, memory and executive functions. This remediation based approach however has been heavily criticised in its inability to generalise outside on to real life situations. They are also criticised for their lack of an explicit and underlying theoretical model. The only exception to this it seems is attention training, e.g. Attention Process Training (APT), which has been used beneficially in the remediation of attention difficulties in people with acquired brain injury and also those with schizophrenia [105] [106] [107] . An alternative to remediation based cognitive rehabilitation however is the use of compensatory approaches. In this way techniques draw on either relatively intact cognitive processes (e.g. errorless learning, routines, mnemonics, visual imagery, spaced retrieval, external talk and/or using environmental modifications) and/or external aids (e.g. diaries, alarmed reminders, mobile phone functions, dosette boxes, memo boards).
The Integrated Psychological Therapy (IPT) [45] model is one integrated program, which has moved away in some degree from the more cognitive remediation based approach. The model was established 30 years ago and has since been extensively evaluated. The approach combines cognitive and social cognition interventions with social skills, with the aim of improving social competence. It is based on five subprograms, which target cognitive differentiation, social perception, verbal communication, social skills and interpersonal problem solving. It uses a stepwise progression from conceptually simpler and less emotionally evocative items (e.g. guessing the characters intention), to then more complex and potentially emotionally arousing elements (e.g. training to regulate one's own emotions). It also moves forward by building on what was learnt before. For example the social perception subprogram builds on what was learnt in the cognitive differentiation program by taking in to consideration social components of cognitive functioning. Furthermore, the IPT applies a 'social detective' approach in that the person is encouraged to practice distinguishing between facts of the social situation and their own interpretation. In their 2006 paper, Roder et al. [104] found that IPT was robust across a wide range of patients with schizophrenia on dependent variables, including psychosocial functioning and cognitive abilities, with the benefits continuing to increase over a follow-up period of 8.1 months. A longer duration of therapy favourably affected improvement in the functional outcome [108] . Additionally, the inclusion of psychoeducation with the IPT program was also found to benefit the global therapy affect and those participating in the program for schizophrenia were associated with a decrease in outpatients' use of health-care resources and related costs [109] .
The concept of IPT was later expanded with the development of two autonomous subprograms, the Integrated Neurocognitive Therapy (INT) and the 'Wohnen, Arbeit, Freizeit' WAF program (translated from German as the domains of 'residence, vocation, recreation') [94] . In the INT, the primary aim is to integrate cognitive and social cognition exercises using group processes and orientate the participant towards their individual resources rather than deficits. It works on both 'bottom up' and 'top down' approaches using basic cognitive building blocks as well as higher order integrative processing. The approach comprises four modules, covering different cognitive and social cognition abilities over increasing emotional relevance, emotional strain and cognitive complexity. Additionally, it uses compensatory techniques and education, as well as some computer based restitution exercises. Evaluation of this subprogram is on going but initial results show superior proximal outcomes in cognitive abilities compared to treatment as usual [94] and provides interesting avenues for consideration.
The second subprogram, the WAF [94] , is based on cognitive behavioural interventions and aims to improve social competence in specific areas of the persons daily life of residence, vocation and recreation time. This approach uses group and individual therapy, in vivo exercises and homework assignments. It takes place at the end of the more intensive IPT and also acts as booster sessions, which help to improve generalisation and maintenance of learnt skills [94] . In its evaluation it was found to show benefits in outcomes such as finding a competitive job and improving leisure time activities [94] . 6. Further considerations
Emerging research -embodied action-related social cognition
Recently Schilbach et al. [110] have argued that in the field of social cognition, paradigms for testing have focused on the 'third person' stance and therefore from an 'offline' computational perspective of an observer's point of view. Instead, it is proposed that we should attempt to understand social cognition from an interactors (online) action-related perspective and thus from the 'second person' perspective [111] . This is based on the premise that in order to socially know others, two factors are required [110] . Firstly, is the awareness of another's mind, which crucially hinges upon emotional engagement and responsiveness to another person's states or actions. Secondly, is social interaction, which allows us to grasp others minds, through intricate reciprocal relations whereby the perception of socially relevant information prompts actions and reactions, which are then too processed and reacted to. Such findings have been supported by lesion and imaging studies [112] and in research on communication, interaction and ratings of facial expressions with patients with epilepsy [113] . To date there are no validated tests using this action-related 'second person' perspective. While the use of virtual reality partners have been suggested for this purpose, these are still artificial environments, with different emotional loading and affordances to real life, thus impacting on engagement and immersion. However, it may be that the involvement of specially trained facilitators (e.g. actors) in role-play situations of varying complexity (dyad, group), modalities (e.g. prosody, gestures) and speed demands could be beneficial for allowing online, dynamic interaction and emotional engagement.
Models of rehabilitation and recovery
In developing an intervention program, models of rehabilitation and recovery also need to be considered. Achieving a desirable functional outcome, in this case improved social functioning, is influenced by a number of factors such as insight in to difficulties, family support, characteristics of an individuals epilepsy, personal circumstances (e.g. geography, time to participate), motivation, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to address these and promote an intervention where the person is an active participant and the program is individually meaningful for them and their lives, congruent with their expectations and in keeping with their desired goal or goals. Furthermore, an approach which addresses social functioning should itself be motivating in that it is interesting, satisfying and encourages social interaction naturally and in its own right [71, 72] .
Developing an intervention for improving social functioning in adults with epilepsy
As discussed, people with epilepsy can suffer from difficulties in social interactions, which although not always readily apparent, may significantly impact on their social functioning and ability to form quality social relationships and networks. This in turn can impact on their quality of life. Reasons for difficulties with social competence and functioning are multifaceted in epilepsy and at present there are very few programs for this population that focus on deficits in social interactions. From considering work already carried out in the population of schizophrenia, a clinical population also associated with deficits in social cognition, social competence and functioning, cognitive difficulties and negative symptoms, the results prove encouraging and provide interesting and potential avenues to explore. They also provide information on materials used in such programs, training styles, resources required and approach formats and structure. Although it is understood that the positive findings found in the population with schizophrenia may not be necessarily extrapolated into the field of epilepsy, they still offer relevant and interesting knowledge when considering the development of a program to improve social functioning in people with epilepsy. Furthermore, as it is known, epilepsy is not a homogeneous disorder and therefore it would be interesting to consider the importance of the different syndromes and their relative differences in considering how a program would need to differentiate. It is hoped however that through such a program, participants will be able to benefit from improved social competency, therefore leading to quality social relationships and networks and improved social functioning and thus improved quality of life.
Importantly, it is clear from the work carried out with people with schizophrenia that many of the approaches and programs are well tolerated by the participants. Sessions vary in their frequency and length but with more concentrating on a weekly or biweekly format. In the IPT approach, a longer duration of the therapeutic program was also found to be influential in functional outcomes, which provides an interesting consideration. The approaches discussed are also predominately group focused, which gives the additional advantage of providing a peer support group and social network of people facing similar difficulties as well as social motivation. It would also be useful to consider the benefits of educating family and friends about elements of the intervention on the premise of improving generalisability and retention of skills on the basis of the findings in this review.
Recent programs for social cognition in the field of schizophrenia provide encouraging evidence regarding the plasticity of certain subprocesses and the therapeutic benefits of some programs on social functioning. programs that address ToM and emotion recognition are of particular interest, given that these are areas of difficulty found in certain epilepsy syndromes and particularly given the strong association with functional outcomes. Approaches in particular, which have been extensively evaluated and show generalisation, such as the TAR and SCIT provide interesting and potential methods, which may be beneficial to employ and evaluate in the field of epilepsy.
Due to the multidimensional and comorbid nature of deficits in social competence in epilepsy and arguments for the systematic approach to addressing multiple levels of functioning, it also seems that developing an integrated approach would be the most advantageous. This would therefore include not only components addressing social cognition but social skills and knowledge and cognitive functioning, thus incorporating some aspects from the psychological, neuropsychological and neuroscientific perspectives of the social difficulties in epilepsy. Aspects of the IPT, the most rigorously evaluated model therefore provides an interesting and encouraging framework for this, especially as it considers social, emotional and cognitive processes in an integrated approach. Furthermore, the INT and WAF subprograms also provide exciting and advantageous avenues for consideration, with benefits for generalisation and retention. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, social maladjustment may also arise due to stigma and ignorance in the general population, which cannot be changed by psychological interventions for individuals alone. Instead it requires on going public awareness and educational programs. Psychological work such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) or psychotherapy should also be considered on the premise of helping individuals cope with such difficulties.
With emerging knowledge coming from social neuroscience, it could be argued that any new approach developed would benefit from using immersion techniques, where the participant learns from 'online' interactions, which provides emotional engagement and social interaction. This approach would deviate from many of those applied in the approaches discussed, which use more third person paradigms, e.g. social stories, vignettes, photos, audios, etc. Nonetheless, role-plays with a trained facilitator may provide an alternative and offer an exciting avenue for research in this area. This approach, as well as peer relations within the group sessions, would thus provide input from behavioural theories of social functioning, such as those found in social skills programs. As discussed, social cognition can occur on an automatic and controlled level so as well as immersion role plays, participants may also benefit from didactic teaching/psychoeducation of social interactions such as the pragmatics of discourse, drawing on learning theory aspects, which prove popular and important in current interventions.
Further consideration as to assessment measures, outcome measures, exclusion and inclusion criteria and pre-participation assessment (e.g. medication, psychiatric) would need to be considered in more depth and is outside the remit of this preliminary review. However, as an initial step, the paper considers the advantages and disadvantages of such interventions, the outcomes and emerging research in this area. Positive findings such as the enhancing potential and generalisation of training in social cognition, the benefits of an integrated approach to improving social functioning and proposal of 'online' interaction approaches, provide interesting and exciting directions for the ultimate goal towards an improvement of social functioning and quality of life in patients with epilepsy.
